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Abstract. Checking the admissibility of quasiequations in a finitely generated (i.e., gen-
erated by a finite set of finite algebras) quasivariety Q amounts to checking validity in a
suitable finite free algebra of the quasivariety, and is therefore decidable. However, since
free algebras may be large even for small sets of small algebras and very few generators, this
naive method for checking admissibility in Q is not computationally feasible. In this paper,
algorithms are introduced that generate a minimal (with respect to a multiset well-ordering
on their cardinalities) finite set of algebras such that the validity of a quasiequation in this
set corresponds to admissibility of the quasiequation in Q. In particular, structural com-
pleteness (validity and admissibility coincide) and almost structural completeness (validity
and admissibility coincide for quasiequations with unifiable premises) can be checked. The
algorithms are illustrated with a selection of well-known finitely generated quasivarieties,
and adapted to handle also admissibility of rules in finite-valued logics.
1. Introduction
The problem of checking the validity of quasiequations in finitely generated (i.e., generated
by a finite set of finite algebras) quasivarieties or, similarly, checking consequences from finite
sets of formulas in finite-valued logics, is decidable and has been investigated extensively
in the literature. In particular, uniform methods for generating proof systems to check
validity such as tableaux, resolution, and multisequent calculi, have been developed, as have
standard optimization techniques for these systems such as lemma generation and indexing
(see, e.g., [21, 36, 2]). However, checking the admissibility of quasiequations in finitely
generated quasivarieties, or similarly, checking the admissibility of rules in finite-valued
logics, is not so well-understood. The problem is decidable, but a naive approach leads to
computationally unfeasible procedures even for small sets of small algebras. The main goal
of this paper is to define uniform methods that generate computationally acceptable proof
systems for checking admissibility in an arbitrary finitely generated quasivariety.
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Intuitively, a rule is said to be admissible in a logical system if it can be added to the
system without producing any new theorems. More formally, a quasiequation is admissible
in a class of algebras K if every K-unifier of the premises is a K-unifier of the conclusion,
where a K-unifier of an equation ϕ ≈ ψ is a substitution σ such that σ(ϕ) ≈ σ(ψ) is valid
in K. Admissibility plays a fundamental meta-level role in describing “hidden properties”
of classes of algebras and logical systems. For example, establishing the completeness of a
logical system with respect to some restricted class of algebras (perhaps just one standard
algebra) often involves showing that a certain rule or quasiequation is admissible; see,
e.g., [30] for applications of the admissibility of rules in the context of fuzzy logics. Also,
the closely related problem of deciding unifiability of concepts can be a useful tool for
database redundancy checking in description logics [1]. Moreover, it may be possible to
automatically obtain admissible rules for classes of algebras and logics that can then be
used to simplify reasoning steps or to speed up derivations for checking validity.
Admissibility (in tandem with unification) has been studied intensively in the context
of intermediate and transitive modal logics and their algebras [35, 22, 17, 18, 25, 14, 4, 3],
leading in some cases to proof systems for checking admissibility [19, 24, 23, 5]. Axiomati-
zations and characterizations have also been obtained for certain families of finite algebras
and many-valued logics, in particular  Lukasiewicz logics (or classes of MV-algebras) [26, 27]
and other fuzzy logics [13], fragments of the substructural logic R-Mingle [29], and classes of
De Morgan algebras [31, 11]. However, a general theory, covering arbitrary finite algebras
and finite-valued logics, has so far been lacking.
The starting point for this work is the observation (see Lemma 4.1.10 of [35] and Corol-
lary 5.2 below) that for a finite set of finite algebras K, admissibility in the quasivariety
Q(K) amounts to validity in the free algebra on n generators FK(n), where n is the maxi-
mum cardinality of the algebras in K. Since by Birkhoff’s theorem on the structure of free
algebras [8], this algebra FK(n) is finite, checking admissibility in Q(K) is decidable. On
the other hand, even for small n and a small set of small algebras K, the size of FK(n) may
be prohibitively large for checking validity. This is striking since validity and admissibility
in Q(K) may coincide, Q(K) is then called structurally complete, or at least coincide for
quasiequations with Q(K)-unifiable premises, in which case, Q(K) is called almost struc-
turally complete. In other cases, Q(K)-admissibility may correspond to validity in other,
often quite small, algebras. We provide general algorithms here that discover such algebras,
or, more precisely, generate finite sets of finite algebras such that the Q(K)-admissibility
of a quasiequation corresponds to validity in the quasivariety generated by these algebras.
It is shown, moreover, that these are the smallest sets of algebras with this property with
respect to a standard well-ordering on the multiset of their cardinalities.
We proceed as follows. First, in Section 2, we recall some basic notions from universal
algebra. Then in Section 3, we introduce some key ideas and methods for finitely generated
quasivarieties; in particular, we apply a standard multiset well-ordering to the cardinalities
of algebras in generating sets for quasivarieties, and provide an algorithm for finding the
(unique up to isomorphism) minimal generating set of a finitely generated quasivariety.
Section 4 provides characterizations of admissibility, unifiability, structural completeness,
and almost structural completeness. These characterizations are then exploited in Section 5
to define corresponding algorithms, and illustrated using a selection of well-known finite
algebras, confirming some known results from the literature, and establishing new ones.
In Section 6, the approach is extended to finite-valued logics, where the designated values
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as well as the underlying finite algebra play a significant role. Finally, in Section 7, we
conclude with some remarks on future directions for this research.
2. Preliminaries
Let us first recall some basic ideas from universal algebra, referring to [10, 20] for further
details. Given an algebraic language L (i.e., without relation symbols), an L-algebra A is an
algebraic structure consisting of a set A (the universe) and an n-ary function ⋆A correspond-
ing to each n-ary function symbol ⋆ of L (as usual, calling nullary functions constants). We
callA finite if A is a finite set and L consists of finitely many function symbols. A congruence
on an L-algebraA is an equivalence relation θ on A satisfying for each n-ary function symbol
⋆ of L: {(a1, b1), . . . , (an, bn)} ⊆ θ implies (⋆
A(a1, . . . , an), ⋆
A(b1, . . . , bn)) ∈ θ. The congru-
ences of A form a complete lattice Con(A) with bottom element ∆A = {(a, a) : a ∈ A}
and top element ∇A = {(a, b) : a, b ∈ A}, where the meet of a set of congruences on
A is just the intersection of those congruences. Given θ ∈ Con(A), the quotient al-
gebra of A by θ is the L-algebra A/θ with universe A/θ consisting of the equivalence
classes a/θ for a ∈ A with functions defined for each n-ary function symbol ⋆ of L by
⋆A/θ(a1/θ, . . . , an/θ) = ⋆
A(a1, . . . , an)/θ.
Term algebras TmL(X) are defined over a set of variables X in the usual way, writing
just TmL when X is a fixed countably infinite set, and letting ϕ,ψ stand for arbitrary
members of the universe TmL called L-terms. An L-equation is an ordered pair of L-terms,
written ϕ ≈ ψ. An L-clause is defined as an ordered pair Σ,∆ of finite sets of L-equations,
written Σ⇒ ∆, and called an L-quasiequation if |∆| = 1 and an L-negative clause if ∆ = ∅.
As usual, if the language is clear from the context, we may omit the prefix L.
Let us fix K to be a class of L-algebras, noting that often in what follows K will consist
of a finite set of L-algebras A1, . . . ,An, and in this case we typically omit brackets. Given
a finite set of L-equations Σ ∪ ∆, we write Σ |=K ∆ and say that the L-clause Σ ⇒ ∆ is
K-valid, if for every A ∈ K and homomorphism h : TmL → A,
Σ ⊆ ker h implies ∆ ∩ kerh 6= ∅,
recalling that ker h = {(ϕ,ψ) : h(ϕ) = h(ψ)}. We also say that Σ is K-satisfiable if Σ ⊆ ker h
for some A ∈ K and homomorphism h : TmL → A.
The class K is said to be axiomatized by a set of L-clauses Λ if K is the class of L-
algebras A such that all L-clauses in Λ are A-valid. K is called a variety, quasivariety,
or antivariety if it is axiomatized by a set of L-equations, L-quasiequations, or L-negative
clauses, respectively. The variety V(K), quasivariety Q(K), and antivariety V-(K) generated
by K are the smallest variety, quasivariety, and antivariety containing K, respectively.
Moreover, let H, I, S, P, PU , P
∗
U , and H
−1 be the class operators of taking homomorphic
images, isomorphic images, subalgebras, products, ultraproducts, non-empty ultraproducts,
and homomorphic preimages, respectively. Then V(K) = HSP(K), Q(K) = ISPPU (K), and
V-(K) = H−1SP∗U(K), and if K is a finite set of finite algebras, these last two equivalences
refine to Q(K) = ISP(K) and V-(K) = H−1S(K) (see [10, 20] for details).
Given a language L and a set of variables X such that either X 6= ∅ or L contains at
least one constant symbol, the term algebra TmL(X) exists and admits a congruence:
θK(X) =
⋂
{φ ∈ Con(TmL(X)) : TmL(X)/φ ∈ IS(K)}.
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Following [10], we let X = X/θK(X) and define the free algebra of K over X :
FK(X) = TmL(X)/θK(X).
Then FK(X) has the universal mapping property for K over X : namely, for each A ∈ K, any
map from X to A extends to a homomorphism from FK(X) to A ([10, Theorem II.10.10]).
If also K 6= ∅, then FK(X) ∈ ISP(K) ⊆ Q(K) ([10, Theorem II.10.12]).
Note that FK(X) ∼= FK(Y ) whenever |X| = |Y | (also |X| = |X| if K contains at
least one non-trivial algebra). Hence we may consider for each cardinal κ, the (unique up
to isomorphism) free algebra of K on κ generators FK(κ), where FK(κ1) is a subalgebra of
FK(κ2) for cardinals κ1 ≤ κ2. We note also that V(K) = V(FK(ω)) and that V(K1) = V(K2)
implies FK1(ω) = FK2(ω) (see [10, Corollary II.11.10; Exercise II.11.2]).
3. Finitely Generated Quasivarieties
A quasivariety Q is said to be finitely generated if Q = Q(K) for some finite (generating) set
K of finite L-algebras. Our first goal in this section will be to define a reasonable measure for
comparing these generating sets; we will then describe a method for obtaining a “smallest”
generating set according to this measure. More precisely, we apply the standard multiset
well-ordering defined by Dershowitz and Manna in [16] to the multiset of the cardinalities
of algebras in K. We show that by decomposing finite L-algebras into their Q-subdirectly
irreducible components and appropriately refining the set of algebras obtained, we arrive
at a (unique up to isomorphism) minimal set of L-algebras that still generates Q.
Recall that a multiset over a set S is an ordered pair 〈S, f〉 where f is a function
f : S → N, and is called finite if {x ∈ S : f(x) > 0} is finite. For a well-ordered set
〈S,≤〉, the multiset ordering ≤m on the set M(S) of finite multisets over S is defined by
〈S, f〉 ≤m 〈S, g〉 if f(x) > g(x) implies that for some y ∈ S, y > x and g(y) > f(y). It then
follows that ≤m is a well-ordering of M(S) (see [16]). As usual, we write a finite multiset
of elements from S as [a1, . . . , an] where a1, . . . , an ∈ S may include repetitions.
A set of finite L-algebras {A1, . . . ,An} will be called a minimal generating set for the
quasivariety Q(A1, . . . ,An) if for every set of finite L-algebras {B1, . . . ,Bk}:
Q(A1, . . . ,An) = Q(B1, . . . ,Bk) implies [|A1|, . . . , |An|] ≤m [|B1|, . . . , |Bk|].
There are of course many measures that could be used to compare generating sets. Indeed, it
may seem unreasonable to view one hundred algebras with three elements as an improvement
on a single algebra with four elements. However, the order is optimal in the following sense.
In general, checking a quasiequation with r variables in a finite algebra A requires checking
|A|r assignments of variables to elements of A. But then checking validity in {A1, . . . ,An}
will involve checking fewer assignments of variables than checking validity in {B1, . . . ,Bk}
if [|A1|, . . . , |An|] ≤m [|B1|, . . . , |Bk|] for quasiequations with sufficiently many variables.
To obtain minimal generating sets for Q(K) where K is a finite set of finite algebras, we
consider representations of the algebras in K using smaller algebras of Q(K). An algebra A
is called a subdirect product of algebras A1, . . . ,An if there exist surjective homomorphisms
fi : A→ Ai for i = 1 . . . n such that the induced homomorphism
f : A→ A1 × · · · ×An, f(x) = 〈f1(x), . . . , fn(x)〉
is an embedding. In this case, f is called a subdirect representation of A and A1, . . . ,An
are called subdirect components (for this representation) of A. If Q is a quasivariety and
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A1, . . . ,An ∈ Q, then A is called a Q-subdirect product of A1, . . . ,An and f is called a Q-
subdirect embedding. A is called Q-subdirectly irreducible if for every Q-subdirect embedding
f : A→ A1 × · · · ×An, A is isomorphic to Ai for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
We will make essential use of the following:
Lemma 3.1 ([12, Corollary 6]). Let Q be a quasivariety and A ∈ Q. Then A is a Q-
subdirect product of Q-subdirectly irreducible members of Q.
Lemma 3.2 ([20, Proposition 3.1.6]). If Q = Q(K) for a finite set K of finite algebras and
A is a Q-subdirectly irreducible algebra, then A ∈ IS(K).
Observe now that if Q is a quasivariety and A ∈ Q is a Q-subdirect product of A1, . . . ,An,
then each Ai is in Q by definition, and A is isomorphic to a subalgebra of a product of
members of Q. Hence we obtain:
Lemma 3.3. Let K be a class of L-algebras and suppose that K′ is obtained from K by either
(a) replacing A ∈ K with A1, . . . ,An where A is a Q(K)-subdirect product of A1, . . . ,An,
or (b) replacing A,B ∈ K with B where A ∈ IS(B). Then Q(K) = Q(K′).
In particular, replacing each algebra A in a finite set K of finite algebras with the Q(K)-
subdirectly irreducible algebras in some Q(K)-subdirect representation of A, then removing
any algebra that embeds into another algebra in the set, produces a minimal generating set
for Q(K) that is unique up to isomorphism.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that Q = Q(A1, . . . ,An) where Ai is a finite Q-subdirectly irre-
ducible algebra for i ∈ {1 . . . n} and Ai 6∈ IS(Aj) for j 6= i. Then {A1, . . . ,An} is the
unique minimal generating set for Q up to isomorphism.
Proof. Let Q = Q(A1, . . . ,An) where Ai is a finite Q-subdirectly irreducible algebra for
i ∈ {1 . . . n} andAi 6∈ IS(Aj) for j 6= i. Suppose for a contradiction thatQ = Q(B1, . . . ,Bk)
and [|B1|, . . . , |Bk|] <m [|A1|, . . . , |An|]. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that Bj
is Q-subdirectly irreducible for j ∈ {1, . . . , k}; otherwise, by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3, Bj can
be replaced with the Q-subdirectly irreducible components of a Q-subdirect representation
of Bj and we obtain a smaller (according to ≤m) generating set of algebras for Q.
It follows that there exists a largest r ∈ N such that there are strictly more occurrences
of r in [|A1|, . . . , |An|] than in [|B1|, . . . , |Bk|], and for each r
′ > r, the number of occurrences
of r′ in [|A1|, . . . , |An|] and [|B1|, . . . , |Bk|] are equal. Each Ai is finite and Q-subdirectly
irreducible, and hence by Lemma 3.2, embeds into some Bj where |Ai| ≤ |Bj |. If every Ai
of size r embeds into, and is hence isomorphic to, a Bj of size r, then (by the pigeonhole
principle) there must be two isomorphic algebras in {A1, . . . ,An}, a contradiction. Hence,
suppose without loss of generality that A1 embeds into B1 with |A1| = r and |B1| > r. But
notice now that B1 is also Q-subdirectly irreducible and hence embeds into some Ai with
i ∈ {2, . . . , n}. So A1 ∈ IS(Ai), a contradiction.
Finally, consider any minimal generating set {B1, . . . ,Bk} for Q, and suppose for a
contradiction that Bi 6∈ I(A1, . . . ,An) for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Then by Lemma 3.2, Bi
properly embeds into Aj for some j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. But also by Lemma 3.2, Aj embeds into
Bd for some d ∈ {1, . . . , k}\{i}. It follows that Bi can be embedded into the strictly larger
algebra Bd. But then {B1, . . . ,Bk} is not a minimal generating set for Q, a contradiction.
In the remainder of this section, we develop some results for Q-subdirect products
and Q-subdirectly irreducible algebras, and present an algorithm for obtaining minimal
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generating sets for finitely generated quasivarieties. First, let us recall the following theorem
of Birkhoff, which establishes a useful relationship between subdirect representations of a
given algebra A and sets of congruences on A.
Lemma 3.5 ([9, Universal Algebra, Theorem 11]). If A is a subdirect product of the fam-
ily (Ai)i∈I , then there exist for i ∈ I, congruences θi ∈ Con(A) such that Ai ∼= A/θi
and
⋂
i∈I θi = ∆A. Conversely, for any family of congruences (θi)i∈I on A, the quotient
A/(
⋂
i∈I θi) is a subdirect product of the family (A/θi)i∈I .
The set of Q-congruences on A is defined as ConQ(A) = {θ ∈ Con(A) : A/θ ∈ Q}.
Clearly, the above lemma also holds for Q-subdirect representations of an algebra A with
respect to Q-congruences. Note, moreover, that the number of congruences needed to
obtain a subdirect representation of a finite algebra A is at most |A|, the maximal number
of coatoms of the congruence lattice Con(A).
Corollary 3.6. Let Q be a quasivariety and A ∈ Q.
(a) If A is a Q-subdirect product of the family (Ai)i∈I , then there exist for i ∈ I, Q-
congruences θi ∈ ConQ(A) such that Ai ∼= A/θi and
⋂
i∈I θi = ∆A. Conversely, for
any family of Q-congruences (θi)i∈I on A with
⋂
i∈I θi = ∆A, A is a Q-subdirect product
of the family (A/θi)i∈I .
(b) A is Q-subdirectly irreducible iff the bottom element ∆A of ConQ(A) is meet-irreducible
(i.e., if
⋂
i∈I θi = ∆A for θi ∈ ConQ(A), then ∆A = θi for some i ∈ I).
The problem of finding the congruence closure for a given equivalence relation on a finite al-
gebra, i.e., the smallest congruence containing this equivalence, can be solved in polynomial
time. This result was used in [15] to provide a polynomial time algorithm for calculating
a subdirect representation of a finite algebra. The problem of finding the Q-congruence
closure of an equivalence relation on a finite algebra with respect to a finitely generated
quasivariety Q appears to be much harder, however. Instead, we use here the following
characterization of Q-subdirectly irreducible algebras as the basis for a procedure that con-
structs Q-subdirectly irreducible components for a Q-subdirect representation of a given
finite algebra without needing to calculate the Q-congruence lattice.
Lemma 3.7. For a finite set K of finite algebras and A ∈ Q(K), the following are equivalent:
(1) A is Q(K)-subdirectly irreducible.
(2)
⋂
{θ ∈ Con(A) \ {∆A} : A/θ ∈ IS(K)} 6= ∆A.
Proof. For convenience, let
Θ = {θ ∈ Con(A) \ {∆A} : A/θ ∈ IS(K)} ⊆ ConQ(K)(A).
(1)⇒(2) We proceed contrapositively. If
⋂
Θ = ∆A, then by Corollary 3.6(a), A is a
Q(K)-subdirect product of algebras in {A/θ : θ ∈ Θ}. But also by Corollary 3.6(b), since
∆A 6∈ Θ, A is not Q(K)-subdirectly irreducible.
(2)⇒(1) Again, we proceed contrapositively. If A is not Q(K)-subdirectly irreducible, then
combining Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.6, there exist (θi)i∈I ⊆ ConQ(K)(A)\{∆A} such that⋂
i∈I θi = ∆A and A is a Q(K)-subdirect product of Q(K)-subdirectly irreducible algebras
A/θi (i ∈ I). But then also by Lemma 3.2, we have A/θi ∈ IS(K) for each i ∈ I. So
(θi)i∈I ⊆ Θ, and hence
⋂
Θ = ∆A.
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1: function MinGenSet(K)
2: declare S1, S2, C : set
3: declare M : list
4: declare A : algebra
5: declare i : integer
6: M← list(K)
7: i← 1
8: while i ≤ length(M) do
9: A←M[i]
10: C ← Con(A) \ {∆A}
11: S1 ← {θ ∈ C : A/θ embeds into A}
12: S2 ← {θ ∈ C : A/θ embeds into some M[j] 6= A}
13: if
⋂
(S1 ∪ S2) = ∆A then
14: for all θ in S1 \ S2 do
15: add A/θ to M
16: end for
17: remove A from M
18: else
19: i← i+ 1
20: end if
21: end while
22: for all A in M do
23: if A embeds into some M[j] 6= A then
24: remove A from M
25: end if
26: end for
27: return set(M)
28: end function
Figure 1: For a finite set K of finite algebras, return the minimal generating set of Q(K).
We now have all the ingredients necessary to describe an algorithm MinGenSet (see
Figure 1) that calculates the (unique up to isomorphism) minimal generating set for a
quasivariety Q = Q(K), where K is a finite set of finite L-algebras. By Theorem 3.4,
it suffices to find a set of Q-subdirectly irreducible algebras that generates Q, where no
member of the set embeds into another member of the set.
The algorithm proceeds by considering each A ∈ K in turn. First, the congruence
lattice Con(A) is generated (line 10) by checking for all equivalence relations if they are
congruences. Next, the congruences θ ∈ Con(A) \ {∆A} such that A/θ embeds into A or
some other member of K are collected in sets S1 and S2, respectively. If
⋂
(S1 ∪ S2) 6= ∆A,
then A is Q-subdirectly irreducible by Lemma 3.7, so the algorithm proceeds to the next
algebra in K. Otherwise
⋂
(S1 ∪ S2) = ∆A and by Lemma 3.7, A is not Q-subdirectly
irreducible. In this case, for each θ ∈ S1 \ S2, the algebra A/θ is added to K (line 15)
and A is removed from K (line 17). Note that since the cardinalities of the added algebras
are strictly smaller than the cardinality of the removed algebra, the new set of algebras is
smaller according to the multiset ordering defined in Section 3. Hence this procedure is ter-
minating. Moreover, the resulting finite set of finite algebras must generate the quasivariety
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Q (by Lemma 3.3), contain only Q-subdirectly irreducible algebras, and not contain any
algebra that embeds into another member of the set (lines 22–26). Hence by Theorem 3.4,
we obtain:
Theorem 3.8. For a finite set K of finite L-algebras, MinGenSet(K) returns the (unique
up to isomorphism) minimal generating set for the quasivariety Q(K).
We remark that although the algorithm MinGenSet does not need to calculate the Q-
congruence lattice, already calculating the congruence lattice of a finite algebra can take
exponential time. Moreover, we make frequent use in our algorithm here of checking em-
beddings, which is in general an NP-complete problem (see [33, 7]).
4. Admissibility and Free Algebras
Let us fix a class of L-algebras K. A homomorphism σ : TmL → TmL is called a K-unifier
of a set Σ of L-equations if |=K σ(ϕ) ≈ σ(ψ) for every (ϕ ≈ ψ) ∈ Σ; in this case, Σ is said
to be K-unifiable. An L-quasiequation Σ ⇒ ϕ ≈ ψ is K-admissible if every K-unifier of Σ
is a K-unifier of ϕ ≈ ψ. In this section, we present characterizations of K-unifiability, K-
admissibility, and related properties, emphasizing their close relationship to free algebras.
The characterizations obtained will then be used in Section 5 to develop algorithms for
checking these properties in the context of finitely generated quasivarieties.
Let us first take a closer look at K-unifiability, noting that a finite set Σ of L-equations
is K-unifiable if and only if the L-negative clause Σ ⇒ ∅ is not K-admissible (equivalently,
when K contains a non-trivial algebra, if and only if the L-quasiequation Σ ⇒ x ≈ y with
x, y not occurring in Σ is not K-admissible). We will see that for checking K-unifiability,
the “optimal” solution is to check satisfiability in the smallest finite subalgebra (if such an
algebra exists) of FK(ω).
Lemma 4.1. The following are equivalent for any class K′ of L-algebras:
(1) Σ is K-unifiable iff Σ is K′-satisfiable.
(2) V-(K′) = V-(FK(ω)).
Proof. Recall that V-(K′) = V-(FK(ω)) is equivalent to the condition that an L-negative
clause Σ ⇒ ∅ is K′-valid iff it is FK(ω)-valid. However, Σ ⇒ ∅ is K
′-valid iff Σ is not K′-
satisfiable and Σ⇒ ∅ is FK(ω)-valid iff Σ is not FK(ω)-satisfiable. For the equivalence of (1)
and (2), it suffices therefore to show that Σ is FK(ω)-satisfiable iff Σ is K-unifiable. Suppose
first that h : TmL → FK(ω) satisfies Σ. Then any homomorphism σ : TmL → TmL defined
such that σ(x) ∈ h(x) for each variable x is a K-unifier of Σ. Conversely, if σ is a K-unifier
of Σ, then the homomorphism h : TmL → FK(ω) defined by h(x) = σ(x)/θK(ω) for each
variable x satisfies Σ.
Proposition 4.2. Let K be a class of L-algebras and C ∈ S(FK(ω)).
(a) Σ is K-unifiable iff Σ is C-satisfiable.
(b) If C is a smallest finite subalgebra of FK(ω) and K
′ is a class of L-algebras such that
Σ is K-unifiable iff Σ is K′-satisfiable, then |C| ≤ |B| for each B ∈ K′.
Proof. (a) By assumption, C ∈ V-(FK(ω)), so V
-(C) ⊆ V-(FK(ω)). But also, since C ∈
S(FK(ω)) ⊆ V(FK(ω)) = V(K) and FK(ω) = FV(K)(ω) has the universal mapping property
for V(K) over countably infinitely many generators, we obtain a homomorphism h : FK(ω)→
C defined by h(x) = c for every variable x for some fixed c ∈ C. Hence h[FK(ω)] is a
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subalgebra of C and FK(ω) ∈ H
−1S(C) ⊆ V-(C). So V-(FK(ω)) ⊆ V
-(C) and the result
follows by Lemma 4.1.
(b) Let C be a smallest finite subalgebra of FK(ω) and suppose that K
′ is a class of
L-algebras such that Σ is K-unifiable iff Σ is K′-satisfiable. Then by Lemma 4.1 and part
(a), V-(K′) = V-(FK(ω)) = V
-(C). Hence if B ∈ K′ ⊆ V-(K′) = V-(FK(ω)) = V
-(C) =
H−1SP∗U(C) = H
−1(C), then clearly |C| ≤ |B|.
Example 4.3. The variety DMA of De Morgan algebras is generated as a quasivariety by
the 4-element algebra D4 = 〈{⊥, a, b,⊤},∧,∨,¬,⊥,⊤〉 consisting of a distributive bounded
lattice with an involutive negation defined as follows:
b
b b
b
⊥
a b
⊤
Since there are constants in the language of D4, the smallest algebra for checking DMA-
unifiability is the 2-element ground algebra FD4(0): i.e., the 2-element Boolean algebra.
That is, checking unifiability amounts to checking classical satisfiability. E.g., x∧¬x ≈ x∨¬x
is not DMA-unifiable, since in the 2-element Boolean algebra, ⊤ ∧ ¬⊤ 6= ⊤ ∨ ¬⊤ and
⊥ ∧ ¬⊥ 6= ⊥ ∨ ¬⊥. The case of the “constant-free” variety DML of De Morgan lattices,
generated as a quasivariety by Dℓ
4
= 〈{⊥, a, b,⊤},∧,∨,¬〉, is not so immediate. However,
there is also a smallest 2-element subalgebra of F
Dℓ
4
(ω) with elements corresponding to
x ∧ ¬x and x ∨ ¬x. So checking DML-unifiability amounts again to checking classical
satisfiability.
Let us turn our attention now to admissible quasiequations, recalling the following useful
characterizations of admissibility in terms of free algebras and generated subvarieties.
Theorem 4.4 ([11, Theorem 2]; see also [35, Theorem 1.4.5]). The following are equivalent:
(1) Σ⇒ ϕ ≈ ψ is K-admissible.
(2) Σ⇒ ϕ ≈ ψ is Q(K)-admissible.
(3) Σ |=FK(ω) ϕ ≈ ψ.
(4) V(K) = V({A ∈ Q(K) : Σ |=A ϕ ≈ ψ}).
Example 4.5. The following quasiequations, expressing meet and join semi-distributivity
in the language of lattices with ∧ and ∨, are satisfied by all free lattices (see [28]), and are
therefore admissible in the variety of lattices:
{x ∧ y ≈ x ∧ z} ⇒ x ∧ y ≈ x ∧ (y ∨ z)
{x ∨ y ≈ x ∨ z} ⇒ x ∨ y ≈ x ∨ (y ∧ z).
Similarly, the quasiequations below expressing torsion-freeness in a language of groups with
·, −1, and e are satisfied by all free groups, and are hence admissible in the variety of groups:
{x · . . . · x︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
≈ e} ⇒ x ≈ e (n = 2, 3, . . .).
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Given a class K of L-algebras, we will be interested in determining when the K-admissibility
of quasiequations coincides with their K′-validity in another class of L-algebras K′. By
Theorem 4.4, this is the case exactly when Q(K′) = Q(FK(ω)). The next result provides a
further useful characterization of this situation.
Proposition 4.6. The following are equivalent:
(1) Σ⇒ ϕ ≈ ψ is K-admissible iff Σ |=K′ ϕ ≈ ψ.
(2) Q(K′) = Q(FK(ω)).
(3) K′ ⊆ Q(FK(ω)) and K ⊆ V(K
′).
Proof. (1) ⇔ (2) Follows directly from Theorem 4.4.
(2) ⇒ (3) Suppose that Q(K′) = Q(FK(ω)). Then K′ ⊆ Q(FK(ω)). Moreover, V(K′) =
V(Q(K′)) = V(Q(FK(ω))) = V(FK(ω)) = V(K), so K ⊆ V(K
′).
(3) ⇒ (2) Suppose that K′ ⊆ Q(FK(ω)) and K ⊆ V(K
′). Then clearly Q(K′) ⊆ Q(FK(ω)).
But also V(K) ⊆ V(K′) ⊆ V(Q(FK(ω))) = V(FK(ω)) = V(K). That is, V(K) = V(K
′).
Hence FK(ω) = FK′(ω) ∈ Q(K
′) and Q(FK(ω)) ⊆ Q(K
′).
For some well-behaved classes of algebras, admissibility and validity coincide. More pre-
cisely, a class K of L-algebras is said to be structurally complete if it satisfies the condition:
Σ⇒ ϕ ≈ ψ is K-admissible iff Σ |=K ϕ ≈ ψ.
The following characterization then follows almost immediately from Theorem 4.4:
Proposition 4.7 ([6, Proposition 2.3]). The following are equivalent:
(1) K is structurally complete.
(2) Q(K) = Q(FK(ω)).
(3) K′ ⊆ K and V(K′) = V(K) implies Q(K′) = Q(K).
Example 4.8. The variety BA of Boolean algebras, generated as a quasivariety by the
2-element algebra 2 = 〈{0, 1},∧,∨,¬, 0, 1〉, is structurally complete. It suffices to observe
that 2 embeds into F2(ω) = FBA(ω) via a mapping that sends 0 and 1 to their respective
equivalence classes, and hence that BA = Q(2) = Q(FBA(ω)).
Example 4.9. A modular lattice L may be characterized as a lattice satisfying the equation
(x ∧ y) ∨ (y ∧ z) ≈ y ∧ ((x ∧ y) ∨ z). Famously, a lattice L is non-modular if and only if
the lattice N5 (below) embeds into L (see [10, Theorem I.3.5]). But since N5 is non-
modular, also FN5(ω) (which must satisfy the same equations) is non-modular. So N5
embeds into FN5(ω), and Q(N5) is structurally complete. Similarly, it is well-known that
a lattice L is distributive if and only if neither N5 nor M5 (below) embeds into L (see [10,
Theorem I.3.6]). SinceM5 is non-distributive and modular, also FM5(ω) is non-distributive
and modular. So M5 embeds into FM5(ω), and Q(M5) is structurally complete.
b
b
b
b
b b
b
b
bb
N5 M5
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For certain other classes, admissibility and validity coincide for quasiequations with unifiable
premises. More precisely, we call a class K of L-algebras almost structurally complete if it
satisfies the condition:
Σ⇒ ϕ ≈ ψ is K-admissible iff Σ |=K ϕ ≈ ψ or Σ is not K-unifiable.
The next result provides a useful characterization of this situation:
Theorem 4.10. The following are equivalent for any B ∈ S(FK(ω)):
(1) K is almost structurally complete.
(2) Q({A×B : A ∈ K}) = Q(FK(ω)).
(3) {A×B : A ∈ K} ⊆ Q(FK(ω)).
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) Suppose that K is almost structurally complete. To establish Q({A×B :
A ∈ K}) = Q(FK(ω)), it suffices to show that a quasiequation Σ ⇒ ϕ ≈ ψ is valid in all
algebras A×B for A ∈ K iff it is valid in FK(ω). Suppose first that Σ |=FK(ω) ϕ ≈ ψ. Then
by Theorem 4.4, either Σ is not K-unifiable or Σ ⇒ ϕ ≈ ψ is K-valid. In the first case, by
Proposition 4.2, Σ is not B-satisfiable, so Σ⇒ ϕ ≈ ψ is valid in A×B for all A ∈ K. In the
second case, Σ⇒ ϕ ≈ ψ is valid in A×B ∈ Q(K) for all A ∈ K. Conversely, if Σ⇒ ϕ ≈ ψ
is valid in A×B for each A ∈ K, then either Σ is not B-satisfiable or Σ⇒ ϕ ≈ ψ is valid
in each A in K. In the first case, by Proposition 4.2, Σ is not K-unifiable, so Σ⇒ ϕ ≈ ψ is
valid in FK(ω). In the second case, Σ⇒ ϕ ≈ ψ is valid in Q(K) and hence valid in FK(ω).
(2) ⇒ (1) Suppose that Q(FK(ω)) = Q({A×B : A ∈ K}). Then whenever Σ ⇒ ϕ ≈ ψ is
K-admissible, it is FK(ω)-valid and hence also valid inA×B for all A ∈ K. Moreover, if Σ is
K-unifiable, then, by Proposition 4.2, it is B-satisfiable. I.e., there exists a homomorphism
h : TmL → B with Σ ⊆ ker h. For any A ∈ K and homomorphism k : TmL → A with
Σ ⊆ ker k, define eA : TmL → A ×B by eA(u) = (k(u), h(u)). Then, since Σ ⇒ ϕ ≈ ψ is
valid in A×B for all A ∈ K, Σ ⊆ ker e, so e(ϕ) = e(ψ) and k(ϕ) = k(ψ). I.e., Σ |=A ϕ ≈ ψ.
So we have shown that Σ |=K ϕ ≈ ψ.
(2) ⇒ (3) Immediate.
(3) ⇒ (2) Suppose that {A×B : A ∈ K} ⊆ Q(FK(ω)). Then also, since A ∈ H(A×B) for
each A ∈ K, we obtain K ⊆ V({A ×B : A ∈ K}). Hence by Proposition 4.6, Q({A ×B :
A ∈ K}) = Q(FK(ω)).
Example 4.11. Consider the 2-element and 3-element Wajsberg algebras L2 = 〈{0, 1},→
,¬〉 and L3 = 〈{0,
1
2 , 1},→,¬〉 where
x→ y = min(1, 1 − x+ y) and ¬x = 1− x.
The algebra L3×L2 embeds into FL3(ω), as illustrated in the diagram below by the terms
associated to elements, and has L3 as a homomorphic image, as indicated by the arrows.
Hence L3 is almost structurally complete. Note that it is not structurally complete since,
for example, {x ≈ ¬x} ⇒ ∅ is L3-admissible, but not L3-valid. On the other hand, its
implicational reduct L→
3
= 〈{0, 12 , 1},→〉 is structurally complete, since it embeds into the
free algebra FL→
3
(2).
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b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
¬(ϕ→ ϕ)
¬ϕ
ϕ→ ¬ϕ
¬(ϕ→ ¬ϕ)
ϕ
ϕ→ ϕ
[0]
[12 ]
[1]
ϕ := (x→ ¬x)→ ¬x
5. Algorithms and Examples
In this section, we present algorithms for checking admissibility of quasiequations and
related properties in finitely generated quasivarieties. We also present results on admissibil-
ity (some new, some well-known) for a range of examples taken from the universal algebra
and non-classical logic literature. These results, obtained using a Delphi implementation of
the algorithms described here, are collected at the end of this section in Table 1.
We begin by recalling Birkhoff’s result that the finitely generated free algebras for a
finite set K of finite algebras are themselves finite; more precisely:
Lemma 5.1 ([8]). For any set of finite algebras K = {A1, . . . ,Am} and n ∈ N:
|FK(n)| ≤
m∏
i=1
|Ai|
|Ai|
n
.
Hence for the relatively easy task of checking K-unifiability, it suffices to find (e.g., through
exhaustive search) the (unique up to isomorphism) smallest subalgebra C of the finite free
algebra FK(1), noting that this is FK(0) if the language contains constants. It then follows
by Proposition 4.2 that a set of equations Σ is K-unifiable if and only if Σ is C-valid, and
indeed that there is no smaller algebra with this property.
For checking K-admissibility, we make use of a known result for finitely generated
quasivarieties (see [35, Lemma 4.1.10]), obtained here as a corollary of Proposition 4.6:
Corollary 5.2. Given a finite set K of finite L-algebras with n = max{|A| : A ∈ K}:
(a) Q(FK(ω)) = Q(FK(n)).
(b) Σ⇒ ϕ ≈ ψ is K-admissible iff Σ |=FK(n) ϕ ≈ ψ.
Proof. Observe first that each A ∈ K is a homomorphic image of FK(n). That is, define any
surjective map from the n generators of FK(n) to A; this extends to a homomorphism from
FK(n) onto A since FK(n) has the universal mapping property for K over n generators. So
K ⊆ V(FK(n)) and, since also FK(n) ∈ Q(FK(ω)), (a) and (b) follow by Proposition 4.6.
Hence checking K-admissibility of quasiequations is decidable. However, even when K
consists of a small number of small algebras, free algebras on a small number of generators
can be quite large. For example, the free algebra FD4(2) (see Example 4.3) has 168 elements.
We therefore seek smaller algebras or finite sets of smaller algebras that also generate
Q(FK(ω)) as a quasivariety. In fact, since Q(FK(ω)) is finitely generated, we may apply the
multiset ordering defined in Section 3, and seek a minimal generating set of finite algebras
for this quasivariety that is unique up to isomorphism. One strategy would therefore be to
apply the algorithm MinGenSet directly to FK(n). However, this method is not feasible
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1: function AdmAlgs(K)
2: declare A,D : set
3: declare B,B′ : algebra
4: D ← MinGenSet(K)
5: A ← ∅
6: for all A ∈ D do
7: B← Free(A,D)
8: B′ ← SubPreHom(A,B)
9: while B′ 6= B do
10: B← B′
11: B′ ← SubPreHom(A,B)
12: end while
13: add B to A
14: end for
15: return MinGenSet(A)
16: end function
Figure 2: For a finite set K of finite algebras, return the minimal generating set of Q(FK(ω)).
for large free algebras, since it involves the computationally labour-intensive task of building
the congruence lattice of FK(n). Instead, we make auxiliary use of the following immediate
corollary of Proposition 4.6:
Corollary 5.3. Given a class K of L-algebras and K′ ⊆ S(FK(ω)) such that K ⊆ H(K
′):
(a) Q(K′) = Q(FK(ω)).
(b) Σ⇒ ϕ ≈ ψ is K-admissible iff Σ |=K′ ϕ ≈ ψ.
We describe an algorithm AdmAlgs (see Figure 2) which takes as input a finite set K of
finite L-algebras and outputs the (unique up to isomorphism) minimal generating set for
Q(FK(ω)). First, the procedure MinGenSet is applied to K (which typically would be a
small set of small algebras) to obtain the set of L-algebras D. Then for each A ∈ D, a
procedure Free(A,D) is invoked to produce the smallest free algebra FD(m) having A as
a homomorphic image. (The procedure begins by checking the smallest free algebra FD(0)
or FD(1), then increases the number of generators one at a time.) The algorithm then
searches for progressively smaller subalgebras of FD(m) which have A as a homomorphic
image. More precisely, the procedure SubPreHom(A,B) searches for a proper subalgebra
of B that is a homomorphic image of A, returning B if no such algebra exists (line 9). This
process terminates with a (hopefully reasonably small) algebra which is added to a set A.
Finally, the procedure MinGenSet is applied to A.
Theorem 5.4. For a finite set K of finite L-algebras, AdmAlgs(K) returns the (unique
up to isomorphism) minimal generating set for the quasivariety Q(FK(ω)).
Example 5.5. Note that given even just one algebra A, it might not be the case that the
smallest subalgebra of FA(ω) having A as a homomorphic image is the smallest algebra
that generates Q(FA(ω)). Consider the 4-element algebra P = 〈{a, b, c, d}, ⋆〉 where the
unary function ⋆ and the free algebras FP(n) are described by the following diagrams:
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aP
b
c d
FP(n)
x1 ⋆(x1) ⋆(⋆(x1))
b
b
b
xn ⋆(xn) ⋆(⋆(xn))
The smallest subalgebra of FP(ω) with P as a homomorphic image is the 6-element free
algebra FP(2). However, MinGenSet({P}), performed at the beginning of the algorithm
AdmAlgs, discovers that P is a Q(P)-subdirect product of (two copies of) the 3-element
free algebra FP(1). Hence Q(P) = Q(FP(1)) and this quasivariety is structurally complete.
In the previous example, the fact that the algebra P is structurally complete is discov-
ered by the algorithm AdmAlgs. However, structural completeness can also be checked
more directly using the following result:
Proposition 5.6. The following are equivalent for any finite set K of finite L-algebras:
(1) K is structurally complete.
(2) MinGenSet(K) ⊆ IS(FK(n)) where n = max{|C| : C ∈ K}.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) If K is structurally complete, then, by Proposition 4.7 and Corollary 5.2,
Q(K) = Q(FK(ω)) = Q(FK(n)) where n = max{|C| : C ∈ K}. So MinGenSet(K) ⊆
Q(FK(n)). But each A ∈ MinGenSet(K) is Q(FK(n))-subdirectly irreducible, so by
Lemma 3.2, A embeds into FK(n). I.e., MinGenSet(K) ⊆ IS(FK(n)).
(2) ⇒ (1) If each A ∈ MinGenSet(K) embeds into FK(n), then Q(FK(n)) ⊆ Q(K) =
Q(MinGenSet(K)) ⊆ Q(FK(n)). So K is structurally complete by Proposition 4.7.
Example 5.7. Proposition 5.6 has been used to confirm known structural completeness
results for the 3-element positive Go¨del algebraG+
3
= 〈{0, 12 , 1},min,max,→G〉 where x→G
y is y if x > y, otherwise 1, and the Stone algebra B1 = 〈{0,
1
2 , 1},min,max,¬G〉 where
¬Gx = x →G 0. Moreover, a new structural completeness result has been established for
the pseudocomplemented distributive lattice B2, obtained by adding a top element to the
4-element Boolean lattice, and calculating the pseudocomplement.
Similarly, we can check almost structural completeness using the following result:
Proposition 5.8. The following are equivalent for any finite set K of finite L-algebras and
B ∈ S(FK(ω)):
(1) K is almost structurally complete.
(2) MinGenSet({A×B : A ∈ K}) ⊆ IS(FK(n)) where n = max{|C| : C ∈ K}.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) If K is almost structurally complete, then by Theorem 4.10 and Corol-
lary 5.2, Q({A×B : A ∈ K}) = Q(FK(ω)) = Q(FK(n)) where n = max{|C| : C ∈ K}. In
particular, MinGenSet({A×B : A ∈ K}) ⊆ Q(FK(n)). But each C ∈MinGenSet({A×
B : A ∈ K}) is Q(FK(n))-subdirectly irreducible, so by Lemma 3.2, C embeds into FK(n).
I.e., MinGenSet({A×B : A ∈ K}) ⊆ IS(FK(n)).
(2) ⇒ (1) If MinGenSet({A × B : A ∈ K}) ⊆ IS(FK(n)), then {A × B : A ∈ K} ⊆
Q(FK(n)) = Q(FK(ω)). So by Theorem 4.10, K is almost structurally complete.
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Example 5.9. The Sobocin´ski algebra S3 = 〈{−1, 0, 1},→,¬〉 with operations
→ −1 0 1 ¬
−1 1 1 1 −1 1
0 −1 0 1 0 0
1 −1 −1 1 1 −1
is a weak characteristic matrix for the multiplicative fragment RMm of the substructural
logic R-mingle: ϕ is a theorem of RMm if and only if |=S3 ϕ ≈ ϕ→ ϕ. Using Proposition 5.8,
we establish that S3 is almost structurally complete and thatQ(FS3(ω)) = Q(S3×S2) where
S2 = 〈{−1, 1},→,¬〉. Note, moreover, that the implicational reduct S
→ = 〈{−1, 0, 1},→〉
of S3 is structurally complete, which can be confirmed directly using Proposition 5.6 or
discovered automatically by AdmAlgs.
Example 5.10. Consider now the algebra Z4 = 〈{−2,−1, 1, 2},→,¬, 1〉 (the reduct of a
4-element algebra for R-mingle) with a constant 1 and operations
→ −2 −1 1 2 ¬
−2 2 2 2 2 −2 2
−1 −2 1 1 2 −1 1
1 −2 −1 1 2 1 −1
2 −2 −2 −2 2 2 −2
AdmAlgs produces a 6-element algebra (the product of a 2-element algebra and a 3-element
algebra). Remarkably, if we drop ¬ to obtain Z+
4
= 〈{−2,−1, 1, 2},→, 1〉, AdmAlgs pro-
duces a 4-element algebra that is not isomorphic to Z+
4
.
Example 5.11. Recall from Example 4.3 that the algebras Dℓ
4
and D4 generate the vari-
eties of De Morgan latices and De Morgan algebras, respectively, as quasivarieties. Both Dℓ
4
and D4 are homomorphic images of the corresponding free algebras on two generators (with
166 and 168 elements, respectively) but not on one generator. In the De Morgan lattice case,
AdmAlgs finds a smallest suitable subalgebra isomorphic to Dℓ
4
× 2, while for De Morgan
algebras, the smallest suitable algebra is isomorphic to D4 × 2 with additional top and
bottom elements. These results were established “by hand” in [31]; our procedure here con-
firms them automatically. Similar results were also obtained in [31] for Kleene lattices and
Kleene algebras (subvarieties of De Morgan lattices and De Morgan algebras, respectively)
which are generated as quasivarieties by the 3-element chains Cℓ
3
= 〈{⊤, e,⊥},∧,∨,¬〉 and
C3 = 〈{⊤, e,⊥},∧,∨,¬,⊥,⊤〉 where ¬ swaps ⊥ and ⊤ and leaves e fixed. In both cases,
the smallest algebra for C3 and C
ℓ
3
, found automatically by AdmAlgs is a 4-element chain.
Example 5.12. Consider the 2-element and 3-element chains, Ce
2
= 〈{⊥,⊤},∧,∨,¬,⊤〉
and Ce
3
= 〈{⊥, e,⊤},∧,∨,¬, e〉 where ¬ swaps ⊥ and ⊤ and leaves e fixed. Individually,
these algebras are structurally complete. However, applying AdmAlgs to K = {Ce
2
,Ce
3
},
we find that K is not structurally complete: both Ce
2
and Ce
3
are homomorphic images of
the 16-element free algebra FK(1), and the minimal generating set for Q(FK(ω)) consists
of a single 4-element algebra.
We remark finally that except for Example 5.12, all the case studies considered in this
section (see Table 1) involve quasivarieties generated by a single algebra with five elements
or fewer, and produce minimal generating sets for checking admissibility also containing
just one algebra. Indeed in many of the cases considered, the quasivariety is shown to be
either structurally complete or almost structurally complete. The main obstacle at present
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A |A| Quasivariety Q(A) Free algebra |AdmAlgs(A)|
L3 3 algebras for  L3 (Ex. 4.11) |FA(1)| = 12 6
L→
3
3 algebras for  L→3 (Ex. 4.11) |FA(2)| = 40 3
B1 3 Stone algebras (Ex. 5.7) |FA(1)| = 6 3
C3 3 Kleene algebras (Ex. 5.11) |FA(1)| = 6 4
Cℓ
3
3 Kleene lattices (Ex. 5.11) |FA(2)| = 82 4
S3 3 algebras for RM
→¬ (Ex. 5.9) |FA(2)| = 264 6
S→3 3 algebras for RM
→ (Ex. 5.9) |FA(2)| = 60 3
G+
3
3 algebras for G+3 (Ex. 5.7) |FA(2)| = 18 3
Dℓ
4
4 De Morgan lattices (Exs 4.3,5.11) |FA(2)| = 166 8
D4 4 De Morgan algebras (Exs. 4.3,5.11) |FA(2)| = 168 10
P 4 Q(P) (Ex. 5.5) |FA(2)| = 6 3
Z4 4 algebras for RM
→¬e (Ex. 5.10) |FA(1)| = 18 6
Z+
4
4 algebras for RM→e (Ex. 5.10) |FA(2)| = 453 4
B2 5 Q(B2) (Ex. 5.7) |FA(1)| = 7 5
M5 5 lattices in Q(M5) (Ex. 4.9) |FA(3)| = 28 5
N5 5 lattices in Q(N5) (Ex. 4.9) |FA(3)| = 99 5
Table 1: Algebras for checking admissibility
to extending our experimental results to (larger sets of) larger algebras is the size of the
resulting free algebras (in the worst case, size kk
n
for n generators and an algebra of size
k), both for computing these algebras and then for generating suitable subalgebras. Nev-
ertheless, we hope in future work to obtain procedures capable of treating larger examples
by using heuristics to constrain the search for appropriate generating algebras.
6. Finite-valued logics
The preceding characterizations of admissibility can be adapted relatively straightfor-
wardly to finite-valued logics. However, in this setting, the designated values of the logic
– the “true truth values” – must also be considered, and dealt with appropriately. Here
we describe a method that given a finite-valued logic L, provides another (hopefully small)
finite-valued logic L′ such that validity in L′ corresponds to admissibility in L. The more
general case, where a smallest finite set of logics is sought such that validity in all members
of the set corresponds to admissibility in a logic (or logics), is left as an exercise for the
interested reader.
Recall that a finite-valued logic L = (A,D) for a language L consists of a finite L-
algebra A and a set of designated values D ⊆ A. Given Γ ∪ {ϕ} ⊆ TmL, we let Γ ⊢L ϕ
denote that for all homomorphisms h : TmL → A, whenever h[Γ] ⊆ D, also h(ϕ) ∈ D. A
term ϕ is L-valid if ⊢L ϕ. We call a logic L1 = (A1,D1) for a language L a sublogic of a
logic L2 = (A2,D2) if A1 is a subalgebra of A2 and also D1 = D2 ∩A1.
Consider now a finite-valued logic L = (A,D) for a language L and a finite set of
terms Γ ∪ {ϕ} ⊆ TmL. We say that Γ is L-unifiable if there exists a homomorphism
σ : TmL → TmL such that ⊢L σ(ψ) for all ψ ∈ Γ and call σ in this case an L-unifier of Γ.
A rule Γ / ϕ is said to be L-admissible if every L-unifier of Γ is an L-unifier of ϕ. Now if
we define the finite-valued logic L∗ = (FA(|A|),D
∗) where D∗ = {[ϕ] ∈ FA(|A|) : ⊢L ϕ},
then we easily obtain the following analogue of Theorem 4.4.
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Lemma 6.1. Let L = (A,D) be a finite-valued logic for a language L. Then Γ / ϕ is
L-admissible iff Γ ⊢L∗ ϕ.
The next result may then be understood as an analogue of Proposition 4.6.
Proposition 6.2. Let L = (A,DA) be a finite-valued logic for a language L, and let L
′ =
(B,DB) be a sublogic of L
∗ such that there exists a surjective homomorphism h : B → A
satisfying h[DB ] ⊆ DA. Then Γ / ϕ is L-admissible iff Γ ⊢L′ ϕ.
Proof. If Γ / ϕ is L-admissible, then by Lemma 6.1, Γ ⊢L∗ ϕ. Since L
′ is a sublogic of L∗,
also Γ ⊢L′ ϕ. Conversely, suppose that Γ ⊢L′ ϕ and that σ is an L-unifier of Γ. Notice
that if ⊢L ψ, then ⊢L∗ ψ and ⊢L′ ψ. So σ is also an L
∗-unifier and L′-unifier of Γ. But
σ(Γ) ⊢L′ σ(ϕ) and therefore ⊢L′ σ(ϕ). Now consider any homomorphism e : TmL → A.
Since h is a surjective homomorphism fromB toA, there exists a homomorphism k : A→ B
such that h◦k is the identity map onA. But ⊢L′ σ(ϕ) and hence k◦e◦σ(ϕ) ∈ DB . Therefore
e ◦ σ(ϕ) = h ◦ k ◦ e ◦ σ(ϕ) ∈ h[DB ] ⊆ DA. So ⊢L σ(ϕ).
Example 6.3. The 3-valued  Lukasiewicz logic  L3 and Jas´kowski logic J3 may both be
presented using the 3-element Wajsberg algebra L3 (Example 4.11) but with 1 as designated
value for  L3 and
1
2 and 1 as designated values for J3. That is,  L3 = (L3, {1}) and J3 =
(L3, {
1
2 , 1}). In this case, there is a smallest subalgebra of FL3(ω) isomorphic to L3 × L2
with a homomorphism that maps L3×L2 onto L3 and sends the inherited designated values
(1, 1) to 1, and (12 , 1) to
1
2 . We therefore obtain a logic (L3×L2, {(1, 1)}) corresponding to
admissibility in  L3, and another logic (L3×L2, {(
1
2 , 1), (1, 1)}) corresponding to admissibility
in J3.
7. Concluding Remarks
The algorithms described in this paper have been implemented in the tool TAFA, a Del-
phi XE2 implementation compiled for Windows operating systems available for download
online at https://sites.google.com/site/admissibility. This tool has been used in
particular to obtain minimal generating sets and to check structural completeness and al-
most structural completeness for all 3-element groupoids (i.e., 3-element algebras with a
single binary operation) of which there are 3330 up to isomorphism. The cardinalities of
the minimal free algebras required to check admissibility range from 3 to 1296, while the
minimal generating algebras have at most 9 elements. 2676 of the groupoids are structurally
complete and a further 254 are almost structurally complete. For further details of TAFA
and these experiments, consult the system description [34].
Although the algorithms described here produce minimal sets of algebras for testing
admissibility (and of course have to be run only once for a given finite set of finite algebras),
the steps involved – generating a suitable free algebra and its subalgebras and checking
homomorphic images – may be computationally unfeasible. For this reason, our case studies
have consisted so far mostly of algebras with 5 or fewer elements where the appropriate
free algebra is of a reasonable size (less than 1000 elements, say). This bottleneck could
perhaps be addressed by introducing heuristics such as constructing and checking small
subalgebras of free algebras incrementally, rather than beginning with the whole free algebra,
or calculating only some and not all of the congruences in the MinGenSet algorithm. We
might also hope to obtain faster algorithms for cases where the given algebras admit certain
properties such as congruence distributivity or permutability.
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We recall finally that one of the motivations for investigating admissibility in arbitrary
finite algebras or, similarly, finite-valued logics, is to obtain admissible quasiequations or
rules that can be used to improve proof systems (shortening derivations, constraining proof
search, simplifying rules, etc.) for these algebras or logics. The work reported here provides
a significant step towards this goal. The next, equally ambitious, step will be to determine
which rules have the potential to be useful for a given finite algebra or finite-valued logic
and to add these appropriately to corresponding proof systems.
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